BRASIL, 2018 | Documentary, 89min - Color
Watch the trailer here

SYNOPSIS
Blind March portrays a violent police
repression during the popular protests
since 2013 till 2017, which transformed
the streets of this city into true battle
fields, leaving journalists blind, students
hurt and dozens of political prisoners.
This violent march continues without
seeing the deep roots hidden by the
dense fog of the tear gas.

Sérgio Silva, a photographer, left his house to work o the
13th of June, 2013, to cover the protests against the
increase of bus fares. He came back home blind. His
story is one of many in the documentary Blind March,
which portrays the violent violent police repression during
the protests in São Paulo.
The film has interviews from of city councillor, Eduardo
Suplicy, retired lieutenant colonel of the Military Police,
Adilson Paes e Souza, one of the most important
specialists in national public security, Luiz Eduardo
Soares, along with other victims and specialists that add
to the themes discussed in the documentary, such as the
demilitarization of the police and the real democratization
of public security.
"The urgency of the theme and facts that exploded in the
streets of São Paulo day-to-day, didn't allow us to wait for
the times of traditional production," explains the director
of the film, Gabriel Di Giacomo, whom preferred to make
this film completely independent.
Former Secretary of National Security and co-author of
the book Elite of the Troop, Luiz Eduardo, exalts the
repressive attitudes go beyond unpreparedness and that
the police itself is a victim of the system. "It's much more
than that. There we have the real theatre of disaster, of
tragedy that is Brazil’s public security. The State against
society, against democracy through its armed wing."

DIRECTOR'S NOTE
I'd like to thank the courage and disposition of all people
interviewed. They all have suffered some kind of physical and/or
psychological violence, and many are still processing while their
stories end up suffocated in social media timelines. I believe that
justice is a common feeling between everyone and is what
encourages them to want to talk.

FILM
FESTIVALS
AND OTHER
EXHIBITIONS
In 2018, the film had its national premiere
at the CinePE film festival, in Recife,
Brazil.
It was selected for the Festival de Direitos
Humanos de Madrid, and the Impact
Doc Awards. It was also included in the
Visions du Réel Media Library.
The documentary had its theatrical
release on the 27th of September in 20
movie theatre rooms in 19 cities across
Brazil by Projeta às 7, in partnership with
Cinemark and Elo Company, opening a
new window to national cinema.

REVIEWS AND
COMMENTS
"The film is competent to mature a debate about the
excesses of the corporation and the need to discuss
demilitarization of the Military Police.” Adoro Cinema
(06/18)
"The documentary Blind March by Gabriel Di Giacomo,
can already be considered a petition to the Brazilian
Congress and the City Councils starting to think
seriously about reformulation of the activities of the
Military Police.” Jornal do Comercio (06/18)
"What Giacomo does is gather these elements and
prepare them for debate. The ways to it are there. They
just need to e covered. The route may be long, but it is
feasible. And movies like this that show that the
possibilites have not been exhausted yet.” Papo de
Cinema (06/18)
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